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This was Orgatec 2016

 

On 1,400m² of space, trade fair visitors were able to gain exciting new insights into the world of
Interstuhl, and hence into the world of "Enjoy Seating Performance". This was one of Cologne's
biggest office furniture trade fairs, at which Interstuhl also presented its innovative new products.
The trade fair stand boasted impressive architectural clarity, as well as numerous highlights and
innovations such as the VINTAGEis5 and AIMis1. 

 

VINTAGEIS5 

VINTAGEis5 is the epitome of Interstuhl. Under the claim ENGINEERED FOR EXCELLENCE, it blends
the most sophisticated design with highly-functional technology. The 16V7 model, for example, is the
amalgamation of three world innovations. An innovative mechanism called Smart Motion
Technology, the Bionic Effect (a Latex print in the lumbar region of the mesh backrest), as well as
the dynamic Auto Flow arm rests. The recently expanded product family fits every scenario and
meets all requirements. The diverse range spans from the manager's office to the open plan office
through to reception and communication areas. So the VINTAGEis5 sets benchmarks, irrespective of
time and space. 

 

AIMIS1

AIMis1 as the broadly devised range of office chairs is the ideal solution for any workplace situation.
A modular system makes the AIMis1 a genuine all-rounder. It offers excellent value-for-money.
Guaranteed quality meets simple design, proven sitting comfort and short delivery deadlines. Making
the AIMis1 the right choice each and every time. 

 

The property equipment sector has also been expanded by additional product families. The VLEGSis3
collection for example, available as stackable chairs, benches and tables, boasts an impressively
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sophisticated look while meeting tough functional requirements. 

To introduce the issue of "Changes in the working world", Interstuhl presented the trendy
collaboration solution UPis1, the "Team UP" BASF study and also the "Project ISent". This is an
adaptive sensor support, designed to increase the chair owner's awareness of a healthy sitting
position by means of application. In addition to the latest products, the trade visitors were also able
to get a feel for the new colour and material concept. 

Numerous interesting discussions made the trade fair into one of our highlights of the year. We
would like to thank all our customers, partners and prospects for their support and look forward to
welcoming you to ORGATEC in 2018. This occasion too will be a time for you to make friends. 
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